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DEADLINE FOR THE JULY NEWSLETTER IS 7/2/2014
 

HELPING HANDS and 

Raffle Basket items 

needed for the June 

CPE Trial—contact 

Hannah Robinson 

Message from IDTC President 

I lost a very good friend and Airedale pal quite suddenly and unexpectedly. As 

a way of honoring her, I'm going to try to stop and acknowledge a little joy in 
every darned day that I have with my dogs.  I hope you will all think about 

what brings you joy and focus on that for at least a few minutes every day.  
Smile, let the crap go, and be happy. 

Suzanne Etherington 

IDTC marches in the 2014 Ithaca Festival 
Parade! 

 
Thank you to Karen Netherton and Finn, 

Hannah Robinson and Belle, Deb Bain 
and Tryx and Gigi and Trump, Lisa 

Mitchell, and Tammy Snyder and Flint! 
 

We were a small but mighty group and 
entertained the onlookers with cart pull-
ing, heeling, group stays, retrieve work 
and overall schmoozing.  Oh yes!  Cute-

ness factor of the Tibbies in the cart!  
Thanks to Flint for his extra hard work! 

CPE Trial Updates 

Our CPE Trial on June 14th & 15th is set 

to GO and with your help it will go BET-

TER!  We need ALL HANDS ON DECK 

on Friday evening at 6 pm at the Pavil-

ion to load all the agility equipment, 

then unload it at the trial site - Treman 

Park.  On Sunday afternoon – probably 

around 3 pm, we will be re-loading the 

equipment in the truck and returning it 

to the Pavilion. 

Any item you would like to contribute 

or re-gift for the volunteer raffle bas-

kets would be welcome !  Actually, we 

could even use a few baskets to put the 

items in!  Food items both mornings – 

Coffee cake, cookies, brownies, fresh 

fruit, cut up veggies, etc. 

Thanks – and come watch and support 

the Club if you aren’t competing ! 
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MISC. COMMITTEES  
 
A.T.T.S.:  Tom Szebenyi  564-7230 
CU/Pavilion Coordinator:  Deb Watrous 533-3672 
Equipment: 
 Assistant: 
 Equipment Maintenance: 
 Agility Equip Maintenance: 
FLKC Liaison:  Marg Pough 273-0925 
Graduations: 
 Beginners: Joe & Nancy Cowan 
 Advance: Karen Nocera  
 CGC:  Debbie Keith  
Historian:  Lucille Straub 
Holiday Party:  TBD 
IDTC Yahoo list serve:  Kathy Hildreth kphildreth@yahoo.com 
Interclub:  Sue Yanoff 
Judges Selection:  Deb Bain 347-6518 
Library:  Tammy Osmeloski 844-4003 
Match Show Chair:  Hannah Robinson 
Membership Steward:  Katelyn Davis katelynjdavis@gmail.com 
Newsletter:  Chris O’Brien cms41@cornell.edu 
Nltr copying/mailing:  Deb Bain 347-6518  

Point Show Fall 2014: 
Point Show Spring 2015: TBD 
Programs: 
Public Information:  Betsy Root 387-7082  
Publicity (newspaper):  Marian Szebenyi 564-7230 
Recorder:  Hannah Robinson 
Registrar: 
 Beginners: Marian Szebenyi 564-7230 
 Advanced: Karen Netherton kan6@cornell.edu 
 Agility: Pepi Leids 776-9721 
Refreshments: 
 Meetings:  Sherry Ditko 756-6538 (H) or 753-8966 (W) 
 Beg. Grad: Jennifer Gerdes 330-2011 
 Adv. Grad: Jennifer Gerdes 330-2011 
Sunshine:  Donna Webster (315) 364-7406 
Trophies/Ribbons:  Betty Baldwin 257-1683 
Video Rentals:  Tammy Osmeloski 844-4003 
Web Pages: 
 General: Marian Szebenyi 564-7230 
 Facebook: Linda Pacioretty 
Welcoming Chair:  TBD 

President 
Suzanne Etherington - etherington1@juno.com 

Vice-President 
Lynn Anguish - lja2@cornell.edu  

Secretary 
Hannah Robinson - hannahl6@yahoo.com 

Treasurer 
Katie Barnaby - tebika@hotmail.com 
 
BOARD MEMBERS 
Deb Bain (1/13-1/15) 
Kathy Hildreth (1/13-1/15) 
Karen Netherton (1/14-1/16) 
Margie Peech (1/14-1/16) 
Nancy Allmann (1/14-1/15) 

 
 
TRAINING COMMITTEE 
 

Training Director 

Tammy Osmeloski - ttia607@gmail.com 
Co-Training Director 

Tammy Snyder (2/14-2/16) appointed 
Appointed Members 
Sue Pfuntner (2/14-2/16)  
Joe Cowan (2/14-2/15)  
Elected Members 
Lisa Mitchell (2/14-2/16)  
Marian Szebenyi (2/14-2/15)  
Joe Osmeloski (2/13-2/15)  
 

Address Corrections  
Katelyn Davis 
katelynjdavis@gmail.com 
9 Cardinal Drive 
Ithaca, NY  14850 
408-833-9127 

 
Newsletter Editor  
Chris O’Brien 
cms41@cornell.edu 
144 Yaple Road, Ithaca, NY  14850 
607-319-0529 

 
Note:  Articles should be submitted electronically in either a Text 
or Microsoft Word format.  Pictures may be included but must 

have proper credits.  If you plan to submit an Article, contact the 
Newsletter Editor two weeks prior to deadline. 

OFFICERS 

I.D.T.C.  NEWSLETTER 

ACTIVE MEMBERSHIP 

Active members get lower rates for classes and other events than inac-
tive members. More importantly, they are what makes the Club work. 
When you join IDTC, you are considered an active member for the first 
year. After that, active membership is maintained by putting in a mini-
mum of 10 hours per year doing things for the Club, such as assisting 
or instructing a class, helping out at events (e. g. being a steward at 
trials, providing refreshments for a graduation, making arrangements to 
bring in a seminar speaker, etc.), or serving on a committee such as 
the Training Committee. Active members are also expected to regularly 
attend the monthly Club meetings. Your active/inactive status for a year 
is determined by your participation during the previous year. 

mailto:djw22@cornell.edu
mailto:mbp1@cornell.edu
mailto:debby@lalley.com
mailto:kynocera@earthlink.net
mailto:debbiek@wendcentral.com
mailto:kphildreth@yahoo.com
mailto:susan.yanoff@us.army.mil
mailto:dab14@cornell.edu
mailto:hannahl6@yahoo.com
mailto:katelynjdavis@gmail.com
mailto:bealsie2@gmail.com
mailto:dab14@cornell.edu
mailto:loveapoodle@yahoo.com
mailto:dms35@cornell.edu
mailto:hannahl6@yahoo.com
mailto:dms35@cornell.edu
mailto:bandersnatchBTCD@yahoo.com
mailto:Pleids@aol.com
mailto:dms35@cornell.edu
mailto:lp@bionxs.com
mailto:lja2@cornell.edu
mailto:dab14@cornell.edu
mailto:kphildreth@yahoo.com
mailto:kan6@cornell.edu
mailto:turkeyridge645@frontiernet.net
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The meeting opened at 7:05 with a presentation on canine 

weight pulling by Lisa Mawson.  Her company Canine Cul-

ture in Oneida, New York provides training classes and 

competition in weight pulling, as well as other dog-related 

training services. 

Lisa believes that weight pulling is especially useful in reha-

bilitating the over-excited dogs – using up the excess ener-

gy, and improving behavior, often after just one session.  

This form of exercise is also great for overweight dogs, as it 

eliminates the danger of injury while losing that “extra” 

poundage.  Contrary to what you might think, the pulling 

exercise and sport does not make dogs pull more on leash, 

but improves their attention and obedience.  Dogs of all 

breeds enjoy pulling naturally, and will associate the spe-

cial harness (custom made for each dog) with pulling a 

weight, not dragging the handler on lead.   

While we associate weight pulling with carts, Lisa recom-

mends that owners use a simple child’s plastic sled at home 

– loaded with a concrete block, or gallon milk jugs loaded 

with wet sand.  Wheeled carts can roll into the back of the 

dog, injuring or frightening them.  It also takes a great deal 

more weight on wheels (many concrete blocks) to provide 

the same resistance that a plastic sled with small weights 

on grass or dirt provides.  Lisa emphasized that the best 

part about weight pulling is the lack of expensive equip-

ment, and the simple training techniques that allow the 

backyard owner to use this conditioning and training tech-

nique.  It does not take a great deal of weight to provide 

enough resistance to exercise several large muscle groups, 

unlike the “quick contraction” muscle he uses in just run-

ning around.   

Dogs cannot compete before six months of age – but careful 

practice with light weights earlier is perfectly safe.  The 

International Weight Pulling Association has been keeping 

records since 1984 – with zero injuries in competition!  

Lisa is trying to have one competition once a month in New 

York.  The competitions are all Day of Show entries, and are 

very low key.  Lisa encouraged anyone with interest to buy 

the equipment to put on a competition – the necessary 

equipment could be paid for in a couple of competitions, 

and it would be great to have more venues for the sport. 

Registration for practices are at noon on Sundays, lasting 

about three hours with dogs divided by size and pulling 

experience.  It is about ninety miles to Oneida, a trip that 

several members make on a regular basis.  Lisa’s phone is 

315 280-0107, or visit her website -  

www.canineculturecny.com. 

The brief general meeting included approval of the previ-

ous minutes as published in the Newsletter, the Treasurer’s 

report, and a review of the CPE Trial preparations which 

are all in place for the June 14th-15th date.  Kathy Hildreth, 

Secretary reported that entries were coming along (with 

the closing date June 2nd) and Hannah Robinson, Trial 

Chair, requested additional help on Friday and Sunday eve-

nings for loading/unloading the agility equipment to and 

from the pavilion.  The Trial Committee would also like to 

have donations of raffle items or food contributions from 

members for which pickup can be arranged if you are not 

coming to the trial yourself. 

PLEASE NOTE: The board has approved writing Newsletter 

articles toward hours for Active membership.  The Articles 

themselves should be sent to the Newsletter Editor for pub-

lication.  Each member is responsible for reporting their 

own work hours on the annual renewal form to show quali-

fication for active membership.  

Brags were declared, and then the bidding began for the old 

teeter, by auctioneer Joe Osmeloski.  The final bid was 

$150, with the teeter going to new member Jami Landry.  

We hope to see her in competition shortly ! 

The meeting adjourned at 8:29. 

General Meeting Minutes 

IDTC General meeting Minutes 

May 27, 2014 

Submitted by:  Hannah Robinson, Secretary   

News from the Agility Committee!! 

Mallorie Morse was voted as chair person for the agility 

committee.  2015 Trial secretary and trial chair- 

 Mallorie Morse- Trial secretary 

 Jennifer Gerdes- Trial Chair 

The contract was approved and signed for IDTC's 2015 CPE 

agility trial which will be held June 13-14, 2015 at The Rink 

and Field ( 1767 E. Shore Dr, Ithaca, NY 14850).  The trial 

will be INDOORS on SPRINT TURF!!  
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It’s All Dog Training (or It Should Be) - By Julia Bentley 

Julia Bentley lives in Windham, ME with two playful Boxers, one crazy cat, and a very patient husband.  She is a member 
of Saccarappa Obedience Club and Southern Maine Working Dogs.  When she's not training her dogs or teaching clas-
ses, she's thinking and writing about training and living with dogs. 
Check out Julia’s blog at http://allarounddogs.wordpress.com 

 

I recently held orientation for my very first Beginner 101 class as lead trainer.  One of my stu-
dents asked “It’s really more people training than dog training, isn’t it?” While I love working 
with a group who asks that question on the first night, it got me thinking (and we all know 
what happens when I get thinkin’) - what if our people “training” was handled like dog train-
ing? 
 
Most people involved in dog training today use positive reinforcement as their primary tool, 
focusing on setting up the dog for success so that corrections are minimal.  How many of us 
approach our spouses, family, or co-workers with positive reinforcement first and correction second? 
 
Don’t get it twisted, I’m not talking about the “special snowflake” approach where everyone gets a ribbon just for show-
ing up.  I’m talking about actually recognizing the “right” things people do, rather than getting stuck on the “wrong” ones. 
Problem solving and asking questions when things go wrong rather than correcting.  We even correct people for behavior 
we didn’t witness – would we correct a dog days later for something someone else told us they’d done? 
 
And how many people do you assume are doing these “wrong” things on purpose?  To piss you off or because they don’t 
give a shit what you think?  I like to think we should give humanity a little credit and consider that most people aren’t out 
to be rude or contrary.  Yet we approach problems as though the actions were deliberately incorrect, rather than being 
misunderstandings or different expectations. 
 
If you think about it, when we go to correction first we are living a kind of insanity.  If you were correcting a dog’s behav-
ior for months, or years, wouldn’t you either give up or change tactics?  Yet we’ll hound, and nag, and remind people for 
ages, maybe even lifetimes. 
 
But wait, you say, I’m working with HUMANS.  People that I live with, work with, spend a significant portion of my life 
with!  We speak the same language, we have the same social structure, they should GET what I’m saying.  They should 
know better. 
 
Maybe we have all those things in common, but these people aren’t living in your head.  They don’t see things the way 
that you do, they don’t have the exact same desires, attention, or expectations as you do.  They might not see their be-
havior the same way, or they may not even be aware of it. 
 
So here is what I propose:  When you can, when your brain or emotions allow, try to approach a human problem the way 
you’d approach a dog problem.  Don’t be condescending, just recognize that you don’t truly know what is going on in 
someone else’s head.  Start by asking questions instead of making statements.  Will you feel a little less frustrated?  Will 
you be able to approach the person with a little more empathy? 
 
Maybe you’ll get different results. Maybe it’ll even be a learning experience for both of you. 

 
Speaking of a learning experience – two weeks ago my boy Dash 
got to participate in a fun weight pull put on by UDSNNE at Finish 
Forward Dogs.  Weight pull events are held with one-way traffic that 
make them ideal for reactive dogs like my boy.  We’d done it once 
before and he’d loved it, so I was excited to bring him back.  He end-
ed up pulling just shy of 14 times his body weight, which impressed 
the heck out of me!  I’m trying to figure out ways to give him more 
exposure to the sport, because he seems to enjoy it and I love giving 
him an activity that is “just for him”. 
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Marg Pough—We had a wonderful week at Purina Farms for the Border Terrier Specialty.  Astrid's Kalee 

qualified in Senior Earthdog, but she got jumped by her bracemate in Master.  Pipit had fun - but no Qs.  

She does not understand why she has to go down the tunnel to get the rats.  It is faster over the surface.  

Kalee q'd in both - but she knew mom was not feeling well, and was not her normal working self.  The 

judges and audience were in tears of laughter with the 4 teams.  

Devlin was 3rd in a large Veteran 7-9 Sweepstakes Class.  Devlin 

won his veteran class and then went on to Best Veteran, AND 1st 

Award of Merit.  And Sadie, a DJ daughter, won her 7-9 Veteran 

class and was 2nd AOM and BOS Veteran.  Sadie was handled by 

Lauren Moore, who co-owns and shows Pipit.  Sadie and Pipit are 

half sisters out of DJ.  Here is a picture of Devlin with loot for Best 

Veteran, and Award of Merit at the BTCA National.  Lauren Moore 

who co-owns and shows Pipit, also showed Ch Bandersnatch Odyssey at Fairview ME in Veteran Btich 7

-9 and won that class - Sadie was the AOM just behind Devlin and BOS Veteran.  Both Devlin and Sadie 

qualified for Crufts with these wins. 

Joan Shaw—“Buster” finished his Grand Championship requirements at 

the Dunkirk shows last weekend.  He is now GrCH Sunsprite 

Brimstone Travelin’ Man. 

Suzanne Etherington—At the PawsAwe CPE trial in Skaneateles on May 

18th, Morgan Trueheart Q'd in Level 5 Colors—with no faults and a 

1st place, and Q'd in Level 5 Wildcard with no faults and a 2nd place.  

Trevorwood Verbena Grace Q'd in Wildcard Level 1 with no faults and a 1st place, completing her Level 

1 Handler Games title. 

Bruce Coleman—reports:  “We had a really great day at the Albany Obedience Club trial today.  Vinny 

finished his UD and Fanny earned UDX leg 8!”. 

Diane Krause—had a busy May:.GSP Sonny earned his TD (Tracking Dog Title) at the 5/18/14 SOTC trial 

joining ranks with his mom & sister!  Sonny also earned his NA title.  And just to keep herself really busy, 

Diane also finished out GSP Kendyl GSPCA #10 Preferred Agility 2014. 

 

 

 
IDTC BRAGS 
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Susan Morse—Belgian Malinois Cane finished his ASCA Rally Master title with a third place and score of 195.  

The second show Cane received 198 in Masters class, second place 

and 200 in Excellent class, first place.  He won High in Rally Trail (only 

dog to get 200 at that trail) and High Rally combine (highest score for 

combination masters/excellent – 398/400).  This is Cane’s first leg of 

his REM (rally excellent/master) title where you need five double 

queues at the same show in these classes to get the title.  Cane has 

earned all his rally titles shown by Susan and already has his RAE in 

AKC and ARCH in APDT. 

Jennifer Gerdes—reports:  “Went to Dunkirk Friday and Saturday for lure coursing and conformation.  Ava 

finished her CAT and qualified all four runs.  From video, we calculated her speed to be 12 yards per 

second, or 24.5 mph!  I knew she was a fast white blur, but didn’t realize she was THAT fast!  Romeo 

won Best of Breed both days.  Sunday Ava entered her first ASCA trial, with 6 agility runs and two rally 

courses.  She scored 195/200 

in each rally course and 

qualified her last three agility 

runs, even finishing her first 

ASCA jumpers title.  

Successful weekend in all four 

activities! 

Kathy Hildreth—Sheltie Magic did very well at the May agility trials.  At SOTC, he triple Q’d, getting his 24th 

QQ and took 2nd in T2B.  At the FLAHC trial, he got his 25th QQ, a 2nd in Standard, and a 3rd in JWW.  

Kathy and Magic are pursuing his 2nd MACH.  He also earned several Q’s and 1st placements towards 

his CPE C-ATE at the Pawsitively Awesome trial. 

Chris O’Brien—At the PEN-NY ASC agility trial in early May at Max200, Aussie Jazz earned a 1st place in 

regular standard open.  All in all, a good but wet day.  Aussie Fleck had her debut in outdoors agility.  It 

was going so great until sh*t happened.  Literally.  Last run of the day, Fleck is working really well in 

jumpers novice, reading the line, moving ahead, reading the back crosses, no bars down.  And then she 

bypasses the last and final jump.  And pooped.  

Debbie Keith—Belgian Malinois Finn continued his winning ways in conformation in 

Buck’s County PA 5/30-6/1, after taking most of May off.  Finn won Best of Breed 

every day, and took a Group 3 on Saturday and a Group 4 on Sunday.  

Unfortunately attendance was low and Finn now lacks 2 points for his Grand 

Champion.  At 9 months of age, Finn is #2 Breed Malinois, #1 All Breed Malinois, 

#5 Owner Handler Malinois, and #1 Canine Chronicle Weekend Challenge 

Malinois! 

 
IDTC BRAGS 
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Tammy Snyder—Flare, Flint and I attended our annual regional Rottweiler event, The Colonial Rottweiler 

Club show in Lancaster, PA.  Flare is just coming back to work after a cruciate rupture almost 18 months 

ago, but she is back in fine form. We had 6 tries over the course of 3 days to build on our QQ count, and 

alas we were unable.  We did manage 1 qualifying run, in the last class on the last day, in Jumpers.  She 

was RHIT for Jumpers, and earned another 9 MACH points.  This was Flint’s first try at earning his carting 

titles.  Flint was great. He earned a first place in Carting started with a score of 194, and a 3rd place in 

Carting Intermediate with a 193.  For those who don’t know what this is, in the Rottweiler club our dogs 

are hooked to a cart (a 2 wheeled cart or a sulky), and we take them through an obstacle course, with the 

started and intermediate dogs required to haul a 40 pound weight. They are required to complete the 

following obstacles: a serpentine, 360 right, 360 left, 1 90 degree left and 1 90 degree right turn, fast pace, 

slow pace, halt, go through a gate, over a narrow bridge (which after 10 years of use is quite ricketty these 

days), back up 3 feet and walk past a distraction (which this year were Flint’s favorite, a couple of stuffed 

toys on the ground). The event is timed, so that in the event of a tie score, the winner is determined by 

time. There are 3 classes, Started (on lead), intermediate (off lead), and Excellent which actually requires 

the dog to haul it’s owner on a sulky and be directed from behind similar to driving a horse, using reins 

and verbal commands.  Flint earned his first 2 Rally Advanced legs with a 1st and 2nd Place.  Flare 

showed in Utility A both days, hoping that we could pick up the last leg of her UD in the same place we 

picked up her first, just a year ago. Tuesday Flare had a lovely run going up to the last directed jump. She 

ran around the high bar due to handler error, and the judge was so excited that we might pass, she was 

as disappointed as I that we did not get the job done that day.  We had a second chance on Wednesday 

under Ed Whitney.  I am happy to say that Flare capped off a perfect week by earning her UD title, with a 

1st place, and a respectable score of 187.  She is now officially a bed dog and retired from Obedience, so 

we can concentrate on her MACH.  Thanks for letting me brag on my 2 very hard working Rottweilers.  

They did me very proud this week, and showed many what a true working Rottweiler is! Thanks to 

everyone in IDTC who helped me get to these titles, by providing guidance, training and moral support.  

 
IDTC BRAGS 

IDTC Spring 2014 

Beginner One Class 

Please congratulate the graduates! 
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Fall 2014 Classes 

Please pay special attention to any class that has NEEDED under the instructor or assistant spot, These are the classes 

that we need help with from members.  Any class that does not have an instructor/assistant team by Aug 1st will be can-

celled. Those that wish to teach/assist please step forward early and volunteer your time. You earn a free class for each 

one you teach or assist, and Many Thanks from club members and the Training Committee for giving your time. We 

cannot continue to offer high quality public classes without our members. 

 

Please note that IDTC is unable to accept aggressive or reactive dogs in our classes.  If you are concerned that your 

dog is aggressive or reactive to people or other dogs, please ask your vet for a referral to a certified animal behavior-

ist. 

Advanced Obedience Classes 

 Register with Karen Netherton, 7 Cricket Lane, Freeville, NY  13068 

 Registration Period:  August 8—August 18 by MAIL ONLY.  Include your fee. 

 These classes are for Club members.  Fee is $20 for Active Members. 

Tuesdays— 9/2, 9/9, 9/16, 9/30, 10/7, 10/14, 10/21 (Graduation) 

6:00 P.M. Novice Obedience Jenn Grimm Limited to 8 students 

 Preparation for competing in AKC Novice class.  NOTE:  this class will only be a 4 week mini-session on the following dates:  

9/2, 9/9, 9/16, and 9/30.  the other 4 weeks will be for Open Training.  Your class fee will also pay for Open Training due to the 

irregularity of the class offering. 

6:00 P.M. Open/Utility Bruce Coleman Limited to 8 students 

 This class is for both those experienced handlers looking for proofing in Open or Utility, as well as some basics for performing 

the individual exercises in each class. 

7:15 P.M. CGC INSTRUCTOR and ASSISTANT NEEDED 

 The Canine Good Citizen class is for students who have trained through the Beginner 2 Level.  It prepares students and dogs for 

the AKC CGC test which is given as the graduation exercise. 

7:15 P.M. Advanced Rally/Beginner Novice Lisa Mitchell (tentative) and Anne Williams Limited to 10 students 

 Working on more advanced rally exercises with an introduction to the Beginner Novice exercises. 

Beginner Classes 

 Register with Marian Szebenyi, 176 Jackson Hollow, Newfield, NY  14867 

 Applications can be mailed at any time.  Include the fee ($85 for non Club members) and vaccination information. 

Wednesdays— 9/3, 9/10, 9/17, 9/24, 10/1, 10/8, 10/15 (Graduation) 

6:00 P.M. Beginner I INSTRUCTOR and ASSISTANT NEEDED 

 For dogs 6-months and up with no previous formal training.  Covers problem solving, attention, and basic obedience (sit, down, 

come, stay, walk on a leash).  

6:00 P.M. OPEN Training Members Only—register with Karen Netherton (info noted above) 

7:15 P.M. STAR Puppy Marian Szebenyi and Lynne Wilks 

 This is the first class for puppies 3-6 months old.  It covers manners, introduction to basic obedience, also some socialization and 

fun activities.  Successful completion of this course will enable your puppy to get the AKC S.T.A.R. Puppy certificate. 

7:15 P.M. Beginner II INSTRUCTOR NEEDED; Assistant:  Amanda Pough 

 For dogs 6 months and up with previous training in IDTC Beginner I or has taken classes elsewhere.  Builds on the basics and 

prepares students for entrance to more advanced training. 
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Fall 2014 Classes 

Agility Classes 

 Register with Pepi Leids, 7021 Boot Jack Road, Bath, NY  14810 

 Registration Period:  August 8—August 18 by MAIL ONLY.  Include your fee. 

 These classes are for Club members.  Fee is $20 for Active Members. 

Fridays — 9/5, 9/12, 9/19, 9/26, 10/3, 10/10, 10/17, 10/24 (Graduation)  [NOTE:  9/26 and 10/3 are tentative dates] 

6:00 P.M. Agility 2 (intermediate) INSTRUCTOR and ASSISTANT NEEDED Limited to 8 dog/handler teams 

 This course is for dogs that have taken Agility 1 with IDTC or those with previous agility experience.  Mastering and advance-

ment of skills learned in Agility 1.  Some handling technique taught.  Dog must have sufficient obedience training to be under 

control.  Preference will be given to those dogs just coming out of Agility 1 from the last session. 

7:15 P.M. Open Agility Practice COORDIANTOR NEEDED. 

All participants of Agility classes must be present for equipment set-up/tear-down. If you are not, you will not be allowed to participate. It is a lot 

of work to set up and take down the equipment each week and all class participants must do their parts to make things run smoothly. 

 

CLASS: Introduction to retriever hunt tests 

DESCRIPTION: This mini-class will be an introduction to AKC retriever hunt tests and how to begin retriever field training.  No 

experience is needed, but your dog should be at least six months old, able to swim and enjoy retrieving.  The 

class will be held outdoors, rain or shine, and each session will be about three hours long. 

INSTRUCTOR: Ann Lynn REGISTRATION: (via email) at:  alynn@ithaca.edu  

LOCATION: Hannah Robinson’s property:   330 Brink Road, Candor NY  13743 

DATES/TIMES: Sundays—dates/times:  TBD 

CAPACITY: 6 dog/handler teams.  Preference will be given to breeds eligible to run the tests, but will happily allow other 

breeds if there is room. Eligible breeds: 

CLASS: Introduction to AKC Tracking 

DESCRIPTION: This class will be a hands-on guide to teaching your dog to track. The first day will focus on scent theory and the 

concepts of starting a dog. We will then take those concepts to the field starting on June 14th, to get the dogs 

tracking in straight lines, and starting corners, as well as a little aging. You will have time between class sessions 

to practice a bit, and doing so will be helpful as we move through the curriculum. 

INSTRUCTOR: Tammy Snyder REGISTRATION: (via email) at:  tsrotts@earthlink.net 

DATES/TIMES:  Saturday  9/6, 9/13, 10/4, 10/8 Times:  8am-11am 

 1st class will begin at Baker Institute and commence to Plantations for some tracking (pending approval) 

 Remaining classes will be at Hannah Robinson’s property:   330 Brink Road, Candor NY  13743 

CAPACITY: 6 dog/handler teams.  Class is open to any Club member.  Preference will be given to those members with little/

no tracking experience, but if space permits, members with tracking experience that are starting a new dog will 

be allowed.  Auditors are encouranged and invited.  Any breed/size of dog can participate, the only requirement 

is that the dog not be lame as we will be traversing over some uneven terrain. 

American Water Spaniels (effective 4/1/11) Flat-Coated Retrievers Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retrievers 

Barbet (effective 9/1/12) German Wirehaired Pointer (effective 9/1/11) Spinone Italiano (effective 7/1/11) 

Boykin Spaniels (effective 12/1/11) Golden Retrievers Standard Poodles 

Chesapeake Retrievers Irish Water Spaniels Vizsla (effective 9/1/11) 

Curly-Coated Retrievers Labrador Retrievers Weimaraner (effective 9/1/11) 

Drentsche Patrijshond (Drent) (effective 9/1/12) Miniature Poodles (effective 1/1/14) Wirehaired Pointing Griffon (effective 7/1/11) 
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JUNE 2014 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14—CPE Trial 

15—CPE Trial 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24—IDTC 

Meeting  
25 26 27 28 

29 30      

JULY 2014 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

  1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22—IDTC 

Meeting  
23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30 31   
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Venue URL Venue URL  

AKC akc.org USDAA usdaa.com  

CPE k9cpe.com World Cynosport Rally rallydogs.com  

ASCA asca.org Dock Dogs dockdogs.com  

UKC ukcdogs.com NACSW nacsw.net  

IPWA ipwa.net  NAAD Northamericadivingdogs.com 

The AKC will now recognize titles earned by dogs competing in events sanctioned by North 

America Diving Dogs (NADD) - canine dock diving!  Two event types are offered:  distance 

jumping and air retrieve. 


